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Asylum escape room sf

My husband and I were on vacation in San Fran with another couple when we decided at the last minute to try our minds at an escape room challenge on a Saturday night. Clockwise was very accommodating and fit us in just an hour before time-slot, which was much appreciated. We arrived and the game coordinator was very kind and explained the script very well. We met
another very fun couple to join our challenge and we were ready to go, excited for the upcoming challenge. Unfortunately, 4 more people have been added to our room. 10 people were far too many to try to solve an escape room. The expression of too many chefs in the kitchen is absolutely the case here. It was chaotic and unorganized and four other people took over the room
completely. It destroyed the experience for my husband and for me and our friends i was with. We haven't had a chance to try to resolve any clues because the other group has taken full charge. I write literally had clues plucked from my hand to be read and supported by another person in the group. I can't completely blame it clockwise for this bad experience, so I blame the other
group for steamrolling everyone in an effort to be the winners in the room, but it was unfortunate that they booked so many of us at one time. I was very disappointed that my first experience in the escape room was ruined by selfish people. That said, if I had lived in San Fran, I would definitely go back clockwise to try a new room, with the stipulation that our group would be smaller
(6 being ideal but no more than 8) or I would participate with a full group of people I know intact. The concept is very fun and engaging, the room was creative and the clues were challenging, the game coordinator was very nice, but unfortunately that was all denied by the horrible people I was put up with. So – I would give clockwise as a 5 out of 5 drive, but I have to lower my
review to put the preference on adding more people (more $$) to the room over the experience of those who were there first. Had some family in town, including an escape-enthusiast room, so I decided to check out the Las Vegas room. We had all done one together during our family vacation in NC this past summer and were lukewarm on experience. This completely changed
our view on the escape rooms – it was fantastic! It was the perfect amount of challenging - not too easy, not too frustrating - and had a lot of fun puzzles, clues, and surprises. Everyone felt they were able to contribute, and the room really allowed people to go explore on their own and work together easily. The staff was also Amazing - super friendly, not upset about our semi-late
arrival, and just all around awesome. I can't wait to check the asylum room! I've made a good number of escape rooms now, and this rank high on the list! The waiting area is carefully equipped with some fun small table games, water, and even chocolate kisses. Then a nice, good guy led us to Asylum. It looks empty at the but it is absolutely packed with interesting surprises,
sensors, puzzles, logic games, and a few special effects. We definitely needed our three clies. He'll be back to make the party in the Vegas Room for sure! A chaotic afternoon and a gross misunderstanding made you and a group of friends be interned in an institution for crazy criminals! You asked the on-call doctors that it was a mistake and that your team had been imprisoned
by mistake. The doctors have proven to be sympathetic to your situation, but they can't let you go. They tell you that they can give you a chance to prove your mental health and earn your freedom, but it involves a grueling process of complex logic and critical thinking problems that can lead you to believe that you might not be as healthy as you think you are. You will have 60
minutes to escape and the experience will be 90 minutes in total, including our intro and outro! 4 - 32 players: This is a competitive escape game - Up to 4 teams of 4-8 players can compete at once. No previous experience needed - All you need is your intelligence for this experience! I helped organize a team event here, and it was great!!!! ... I thought the puzzles showed
everyone's strengths in a constructive, team-building way, the staff was wonderful. It was a fun and fun way experience to spend a company/employee outing. I would definitely recommend it. The bigger the group the better! Most escape rooms I've made are frustrating with a large group of people, but we've all had a great time here! Highly recommend! I came out as a work trip
and had a blast! I didn't finish the room, but it was great. Our Chad guide was amazing! ... We'll definitely be back! back!
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